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Abstract

In the era of the proliferation of Geo-Spatial Data, induced by the diffusion of GPS devices, the map matching problem
still represents an important and valuable challenge. The process of associating a segment of the underlying road
network to a GPS point gives us the chance to enrich raw data with the semantic layer provided by the roadmap, with
all contextual information associated to it, e.g. the presence of speed limits, attraction points, changes in elevation, etc.
Most state-of-art solutions for this classical problem simply look for the shortest or fastest path connecting any pair of
consecutive points in a trip. While in some contexts that is reasonable, in this work we argue that the shortest/fastest
path assumption can be in general erroneous. Indeed, we show that such approaches can yield travel times that are
significantly incoherent with the real ones, and propose a Time-Aware Map matching process that tries to improve the
state-of-art by taking into account also such temporal aspect. Our algorithm results to be very efficient, effective on low-
sampling data and to outperform existing solutions, as proved by experiments on large datasets of real GPS trajectories.
Moreover, our algorithm is parameter-free and does not depend on specific characteristics of the GPS localization error
and of the road network (e.g. density of roads, road network topology, etc.).
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1. Introduction

The widespread diffusion of location devices for per-
sonal usage, from GPS navigators to location-based ser-
vices on smartphones, are making this decade the era of
Geo-Spatial Data. Coupled with the novel technologies5

for storing and processing large streams of data, this phe-
nomenon is leading to the collection of massive datasets
of GPS (or GPS-like) traces describing the movement of
people and vehicles, as well as to the development of anal-
ysis methods and applications that use such information10

to extract useful knowledge. Some examples are provided
by the current studies on knowledge discovery from spatio-
temporal data, based on methods like trajectory pattern
mining [1] or flock mining [2]. These approaches rely only
on spatio-temporal features of raw data without consider-15

ing any geographical characteristic, such as the features of
road network.

In this context, map matching, i.e. the process of asso-
ciating a sequence of GPS points to a connected sequence
of road segments, gives us the chance to enrich raw data20

with the semantic layer provided by the roadmap and all
contextual information associated to it, e.g. the presence
of speed limits, attraction points, changes in elevation, etc.

Although it is a classical and well known task in GIS
literature, the map matching problem still represents an25

important and a valuable challenge. The map matching
problem can be treated at two different scales, depending
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on the characteristics of input data, which can be made
of either high-frequency or low-frequency samples of the
real position and movement of the device. The former is30

mainly treated in the field of Personal Navigation Assis-
tants, where the device is able to identify in real time the
road where the user is traveling. The latter is common for
applications dealing with smartphones or GPS-equipped
black boxes installed vehicles for security or insurance pur-35

poses. This kind of devices sample and store their location
at a lower frequency to limit the battery consumption (e.g.,
with smartphones) or to reduce the traffic of data between
the device and the server that stores the information. The
result is a coarse-grained GPS data, harder to deal with40

but still with high value: this data represents the most reli-
able proxy for road network mobility. One important issue
introduced with low-frequency samples is path reconstruc-
tion. After mapping single points to the road network,
between two consecutive locations there might be a signif-45

icant gap, therefore requiring strategies to reconstruct the
path traversed by the vehicle or the individual.

With this work we present a significant improvement
on the state-of-art of map matching for low-frequency sam-
ples, by considering two aspects that were neglected in pre-50

vious literature: first, a data-driven estimation of traver-
sal times of road segments is introduced and exploited in
the evaluation of map matching alternatives; second, we
perform a shift of perspective in the path reconstruction
phase and remove the most common assumption adopted55

in literature: the shortest/fastest the better.
Inferring and exploiting segment traversal times.
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Surprisingly enough, virtually all the literature on map
matching reasons in terms of length of the alternative
paths, and not in terms of time requested to traverse them60

– which instead is the obvious target of personal naviga-
tion systems, for instance. Part of this phenomenon can be
explained by the general lack of reliable information about
travel times on road networks, which greatly compromises
the applicability of traversal time-based methods in prac-65

tice. In this work, we propose to fill in the gap by exploit-
ing the information we can infer from the same GPS data
we want to match: either the instantaneous speed, where
available, or estimates derived from trip length and the
timestamps attached to the points. Thus, the path recon-70

struction heuristics can exploit such estimates to provide
an evaluation of traversal time for each alternative path.

Shortest/fastest path: a questionable assump-
tion. Most part of the literature on map matching as-
sumes that the most likely path connecting two consecu-75

tive points in a trajectory is also the shortest or the fastest.
Clearly, that is inspired by the fact that real trips are just
means to reach a destination B from a starting location
A, without any objective other than reaching the desti-
nation in the most efficient way. What if this seemingly80

obvious assumption could be violated in practice? That
would mean that, for some reason, there are trips that
last longer than the minimum possible, and therefore any
map matching method that looks for the shortest or fastest
path would return shorter times than reality. Since typical85

GPS traces also contain an accurate temporal information
– most often neglected by map matching methods – we
can actually check whether this happens or not. Figure 2
reports such an experiment; a shortest path method is ap-
plied to a real dataset of trajectories described in Section 5,90

and the travel time according to the algorithm is compared
against the real one, obtained from GPS timestamps. It is
clear that when the travel times become significant, larger
than one minute, the reconstructed trips tend to be much
faster than the real ones.95

We propose an effective Time-Aware Map matching
process for low-sampling rate GPS data based on the re-
duction of temporal mismatch introduced above. Fig. 1
provides the general workflow of Time-Aware map match-
ing. With the initial and independent point-to-matching100

task we obtain a road network enriched with a precise time-
dependent estimation of travel times (see upper part of the
figure), based on the method proposed in ??. The core of
our work is the second phase (lower part): a Time-Aware
map matching algorithm that uses travel times to trans-105

form an input raw GPS trajectory -with travel time t-
into a sequence of road segments with a travel time t′ ∼ t.
In particular, we focus on finding the path between con-
secutive points that better fit the real travel time. Fig.3
shows the idea that guided us towards the development110

of this new approach. The raw GPS trajectory composed
by points a and b has a travel time of 78 seconds. Once
matched a and b to the corresponding road segments, thus
obtaining source and destination of the path, there are

two options: shortest path is also the fastest, with a travel115

time 60 seconds. An alternative path, there called Time-
Aware, would be more reasonable to select, since it has a
more similar travel times (72 seconds). The main contri-
butions of this paper can be summarized as follows:

• a methodology for inferring speeds and traversal times120

of road segments is applied, based on the principles
introduced in [3];

• a novel time-aware map matching method is pro-
posed, that takes into consideration the real traversal
times as described in the raw GPS data. A proof of125

the complexity of method is also provided, showing
its higher scalability compared with existing com-
petitors;

• a new methodology for evaluating the performances
of map matching over large datasets, named middle130

point test, is introduced ad adopted;

• a wide comparison against the state-of-art competi-
tors is performed, based on three real datasets: a
small one from SigSpatial Cup 2012 and two large
ones describing, respectively, the movements of taxis135

in San Francisco and private vehicles in Tuscany,
Italy.

The outline of the paper is as follows. Section 2 presents
a survey of related works in the field of low-sampling rate
map matching, while section 3 contains the definition of140

our proposed algorithm. Section 4 is dedicated to the val-
idation of the algorithm, while in section 5 all the exper-
iments on our dataset are reported. Section 6 gives the
conclusion and introduces real applications and ideas for
future works.145

2. Related works

Map matching algorithms are classified according to
three categories: global, incremental and probabilistic al-
gorithms. We will focus our review on global and incre-
mental algorithms, since the probabilistic approach (e.g.150

Kalman Filters) is used to tackle the high-sampling rate
map matching problem.
Global algorithms solve the problem by considering the
entire trajectory, the solution is obtained by searching the
closest path in the map w.r.t. the input trajectory. In [4]155

there is a first example of global matching algorithm: map-
matching is the result of a spatial query, the resulting road
network path has the minimum Fréchet distance w.r.t to
the input trajectory. Fréchet distance is a mathematical
model used to compare two curves: in its more common160

and easier illustration, it is viewed as the minimal length
of a leash between a dog and his owner, whom are walking
on different curves. The complexity of this approach is
quite high: O(nm log2 nm), with n as the number of tra-
jectory points and m the number of road network edges.165
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Figure 1: A graphical representation of Time-Aware map-matching process

Figure 2: Average travel times of reconstructed path ac-
cording to the GPS travel time of the original points. The
area highlight the relative standard deviation. ∆ indicates
the average difference between Path and GPS travel times.

In [5] a more efficient version of Fréchet distance comput-
ing algorithm has been provided.
The main issue for global algorithms is the purely geomet-
ric approach. All the characteristics of the road network
are ignored, the matching is only based on the research170

of a similar curve. It is obvious to notice that there will
never be a low-sampled trajectory completely equal to a
path in the network: this means that there is not a pre-
cise definition of the optimum to reach. In [6] Fréchet
distance is even used for a quality evaluation of the results175

obtained. The incremental approach for low-sampling map
matching is based on joining optimal local searches. The
local optimum is represented by the most probable path
between two consecutive matched GPS points. IVMM al-

gorithm ([7]) is one of the state-of-the-art incremental map180

matching algorithm we used to compare the results of our
work. The matching process is done through consecutive
steps; first of all, a preliminary refinement is done by drop-
ping vertex according to a spatial range query. Then, the
matching probability is computed assuming the GPS er-185

ror with a normal distribution; this position probability
is combined with a transition probability, that is the ratio
between the euclidean distance of two candidates and their
shortest path distance on the road network. Furthermore,
a temporal analysis is also considered: the cosine simi-190

larity between the travel-time (according to road speed
limits) of the shortest path analyzed and the real time
difference between the two GPS points. The last step of
IVMM is a mutual influence modeling, used to decide the
path between each consecutive points by considering also195

at the global trajectory. In this approach, there are sev-
eral not verified assumptions: first of all a driver should
always follow the shortest path. Moreover,the radius of the
range query is arbitrary and the GPS error is assumed as
Gaussian, with fixed parameters. Furthermore, the travel-200

time of road edges is obtained according to road speed
constraints. These constraints, especially on a city road
network, could be considered as arbitrary. In [3] a method
to get rid of this assumption has been proposed: a gravity
model is used to associate a GPS point, with his speed, to205

a road segment, choosing between the k-nearest neighbor.
In the following sections we are giving an exhaustive de-
scription of this method.
A particular case of probabilistic approach used to deal
with low-sampling rate data is [8], where authors devel-210

oped a map matching algorithm based on the well known
Hidden Markov Model. This algorithm has a weak point
on its highly dependance on two parameters, both of them
obtained from the ground truth, i.e. from the road seg-
ments actually traversed from the vehicle; this kind of215
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data are not available in a real application scenario of a
map matching algorithm. Another factor of weakness is
its complexity: for each trajectory, Viterbi algorithm takes
O(|C| ∗ |S|2) to find a solution, where C is the set of tran-
sitions between segments and S the set of all the segments220

candidates to be matched with a point of the input trajec-
tory. It is worth to point out that for all the transitions in
C the shortest path is computed, thus adding the complex-
ity of this computation, that is

∑
p∈P
|Cp|2∗(|E|+|V |log|V |).

Here Cp is the subset of candidates segments associable to225

the single GPS point p. We compared our algorithm to [8]
- only on the dataset where a ground truth was provided
- showing how it is overperfoming in terms of accuracy.
Given the limits of this approach, it has not been possible
to test this algorithm on our real GPS dataset.230

As mentioned before, we used the dataset of map match-
ing challenge ACM SigSpatial cup 2012 to validate the
results of our work. Thus, we also chose the winner of
the contest ([9]) as a competitor for our algorithm; even
though that algorithm is designed for high-sampling data,235

authors states it is also supposed to work with low-sampling
data. This algorithm relies completely on the topological
characteristics of the network: candidate segments to be
matched are chosen with successive filtering. The first fil-
ter is spatial, all the vertex farther than 18 meters from the240

GPS points are dropped. Then, all the vertex with an an-
gle difference w.r.t. point direction greater than 90 degree
are excluded. The remaining vertex are selected as candi-
dates if they are on the same edge or they are connected by
a path on the road network. Once the candidates has been245

chosen, every pair of consecutive candidates belonging to
the shortest path are matched. This method is fast and
reliable with high sampled data, while it is less accurate
with low sampling data.
Another interesting approaches we did not use for a com-250

parison is represented by [10]: a data-driven map-matching
method where the knowledge from a large scale trajecto-
ries dataset is used to enrich the classic map matching
approach. It represents a new approach, but it cannot be
applied on the small data set we used for testing.255

3. Time-Aware Map Matching

A map matching process is based on two main steps:
a point-to-segment matching process and an heuristic pro-
cess to choose the path between the possible candidates.
These tasks are modeled according to the data type the260

map matching is designed for. The two steps are well se-
pared, as highlighted in Fig. 1: first of all, we match the
gps points to a road segment, then we reconstruct the path
between every two consecutive matched segments with a
Time-Aware heuristic.265

[3]
All the state-of-the-art methods rely on what we called

the “shortest path” assumption. As described before, in
literature there are different approaches to map matching

founded on a large variety of heuristics. The common point270

for all of them is the use of the shortest path to connect
two consecutive matched GPS points. The underlying as-
sumption is: a driver is always choosing the shortest path.
This strong assumption could not be true. We released
this assumption by introducing our Time-Aware heuristic:275

the path between two matched GPS points is the most
compatible with the real travel time. In Fig. 2 the dif-
ference between real GPS time and path time of shortest-
path reconstructed trajectories is highlighted. The curve
represents the average shortest path time y for each pair280

of consecutive GPS points with GPS time x. The line
indicates the optimal case, when the shortest path travel
time is equal to real GPS time. The error bars provide an
estimation of the error that affect this heuristic. For read-
ing purpose, error bars are related to aggregated bins. As285

showed, for our 1M+ trajectories dataset the average dif-
ference between real time and shortest path time is more
than 120%. The goal of our work is to develop a new
map-matching algorithm able to minimize the difference
between selected path travel time and real time, then we290

show how this minimization improves the results in terms
of accuracy.

3.1. Point-to-segment matching

The first phase of our map-matching algorithm consid-
ers each point separately, matching it to a segment in the295

road network.

Definition 1. Given a location point p and a road network
N = (V,E), with V the set of vertices and E the set of
segments, we define the point-to-segment matching of point
p as the process of associating p to a segment e ∈ E.300

The main issue of point-to-segment matching is repre-
sented by the localization error of each point. Such error is
variable from few meters to tens of meters, depending on
weather conditions and satellites visibility. The state-of-
the art map-matching methods assume that the localiza-305

tion error follows a Gaussian distribution, with fixed mean
and standard deviation. This is a really strong assump-
tion that could affect the results: on our dataset we saw
that error varies depending on different factors, e.g. in the
city center, the presence of big buildings affects the preci-310

sion of localization. A side effect of the point-to-segment
matching is that, where available, any contextual infor-
mation associated to the each point can be transferred to
the corresponding road segments, thus enriching the ex-
isting background knowledge on the road network. The315

basic example, also exploited in this work, is that of the
instantaneous speed of vehicles for each point, which en-
ables to estimate real speeds (and therefore travel times)
over the road segments, possibly dependent on the time of
the day. In our work, the gravity model model have been320

applied both for the point-to-segment matching for each
trajectory and to estimate travel times for each segment
of the road network. To the best of our knowledge, this is
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Figure 3: An example from our real dataset on the problem we faced: given two GPS points a and b with their relative
timestamp, we search for the path that mostly fit with the travel-time of input points. As depicted, in this case the
shortest path is too fast, suggesting that the user was traveling along a different path.

the more accurate method to estimate the typical speed of
road segments.325

In order to prevent any assumption of that kind, in
this work we adopt the gravity model proposed in [3]. In
such model, a point p is assigned to the segment e ∈ E
that attracts it most. Following there is the definition of
attraction computation and speed estimation according to330

the distance and the heading difference between p and e.
This implies that each point has to be assigned to a direc-
tion, either provided as input data or derived from it.

Definition 2. Given a set of GPS points O = {o1 . . . om}
where oi = (pi, di, si) has its spatial position pi, its di-
rection di and its speed si, a set of road segments E =
{e1 . . . en} and having an function σ(oi, E) = (w(oi,ej), ej)
assigning the point oi to the segment ej ∈ E with a con-
fidence value w(oi,ej), it is possible to estimate the speed
over the segment as:

Speed(O,R, ej) =

∑
oi∈Oj

w(oi,ej) · oi.s∑
oi∈Oj

w(oi,ej)

Where Oj = {oi|σ(oi, E) = (w(oi,ej), ej)}.

In the following we present a method to define the func-335

tion σ(oi, R) without any assumption on error distribution.
Let O be the set of GPS points,R and the set of road

segments, we define the attraction of a segment j for a
point i as: w(oi,ej) = wd(oi,ej) · w

θ
(oi,ej)

where

• wd(oi,ej) = 1− dist(oi,ej)∑
ek∈E

dist(oi,ek)
;340

• wθ(oi,ej) = 1− ang(oi,ej)∑
ek∈E

ang(oi,ek)
;

Here dist is the Euclidean distance between a point and
a segment while ang is the relative direction difference.
The direction is measured in degrees, where 0 degrees in-
dicates north direction while 180 degrees reprensent south345

direction. For every GPS point of our bigger dataset, this
value comes directly from GPS device. Therefore the force
of attraction of a segment over a point is defined by the
combination of these two dimensions as:

Definition 3. Let oi ∈ O be a Gps point. The gravity force350

function between oi and a segments ej ∈ E is GF (oi, ej) =
wd(oi,ej) × w

θ
(oi,ej)

. oi is then assigned to the segment with

the most powerful force: σ(oi, E) = argmaxej∈R(GF (oi, ej)).

Following we refer to this methodology as Gravity Model
and we consider to have a function GMassignO,E(oi) =355

〈oi, σ(oi, E), w(oi,σ(oi,E))〉 which return, in other words, a
set of triplets describing all the assignment between GPS
points and road segments, together with the relative weight.

To better understand the idea under the definitions,
we present below a complete example (Figure 4) of how360

forces are computed and how points are assigned to seg-
ments. In Figure 4 an example of points and segments is
shown, points are attracted by all the segments with dif-
ferent forces and suddenly they fall over one of them. For
example the point P1 undergoes the following forces:365
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Figure 4: An example of GPS point and candidate seg-
ments used to explain the gravity model (Top) and the two
distances: Euclidean distance (right) and Angular (left)
between each point-segment pair.

GF d(o1,rab)
= ( 1−10

100 )( 1−39
200 ) = 0.2745

GF d(o1,rbc) = ( 1−10
100 )( 1−4

200 ) = 0.882

GF d(o1,rcd) = ( 1−28
100 )( 1−66

200 ) = 0.4154

GF d(o1,rce) = ( 1−28
100 )( 1−2

200 ) = 0.6138370

GF d(o1,rhc)
= ( 1−8

100 )( 1−46
200 ) = 0.7084

GF d(o1,rhf )
= ( 1−9

100 )( 1−2
200 ) = 0.9108

GF d(o1,rgh) = ( 1−9
100 )( 1−41

200 ) = 0.78705

Therefore the point is attracted mostly by the segment375

hf or more formally σ(oi, R) = rhf .
To speed up the calculation, the candidate segments

are the k nearest segments for p. Results in [3] show that
k = 8 is a good compromise.

3.2. Path reconstruction heuristics380

The state-of-art methods for map matching on low
sampling rate data rely on the “shortest-path” assump-
tion: the most likely path between two consecutive matched
points is always the shortest one. That clearly stems from
various assumptions, such as the fact that the trip per-385

formed has the unique objective of reaching the destina-
tion, without any other goal – e.g., traversing more pleas-
ant roads, performing quick bring-and-get tasks, avoiding
crowded roads (with or without traffic jams) – and/or the
fact that drivers really know what is the most efficient390

path. In our work we release these assumptions, aiming to
realize a more realistic heuristic.
Exploiting the results in [3], each road segment is associ-
ated with its estimated travel time, with an error of 10.4%.
In the following, we leverage this information to built a395

time-aware heuristics that associates each pair of points in
a user’s trip to the path that best fits with its travel time.

The problem of finding a set of road segments whose
travel time fit with the travel time of two GPS points re-400

minds the knapsack problem, which is NP-hard and solv-
able with a linear programming approach. Yet, in our case
we have additional constraints and requirements. First of

all, the chosen road segments have to be connected to each
other, in order to form a path in the road network. Fur-405

thermore, the travel time compatibility requirement alone
might be not sufficient to obtain reasonable path recon-
structions. For instance, if the real path is slower than
expected (w.r.t. estimated travel times over segments),
using only the travel time difference as optimization cri-410

terion could lead to odd results: in order to reach the
optimum, wrong segments might be added, only to cre-
ate artificial detours that increase the overall travel times
to better fit the real one. In order to take care of such
extreme behaviours as well as to provide computationally415

sustainable solutions, we propose an heuristics based on a
routing approach: indeed, routing algorithms take implic-
itly account of road network topology, and their complex-
ity is lower than linear programming approaches.

420

The method we propose is based on Dijkstra’s shortest
path algorithm, using a time-aware heuristic to evaluate
the cost of every road segment according on how it fits with
the trajectory’s real travel time. The core of our approach
is the introduction of a Timecost function: given a source425

and a target node, Dijkstra algorithm uses Timecost to
evaluate the cost of every segment examined to find the
shortest path. Hence, we obtain a path that is the short-
est in terms of timecost. We can define the solution we
found as a path with two constraints: (i) acyclicity and430

(ii) highest similarity line speed w.r.t. the real line speed.
The acyclicity of the solution is guaranteed by Dijkstra
algorithm, while the similarity with the real line speed is
the result of Timecost minimization. In other words, the
solution found is the path with the more similar travel435

time w.r.t. to the real GPS travel time according to net-
work and speed constraints. Below we provide the details
about how Timecost is computed and prove how the choice
of the less expensive path according to Timecost finds a
solution for the problem we tackled, yet satisfying the con-440

straints we introduced. More formally, we prove that the
minimization of timecost yield the more similar path in
the road network according to real GPS line speed. As
a result, path travel time will approximate the real travel
time, yet respecting network costraints.445

In fig. 5 there is a graphical representation of Timecost
computation, while in fig. 6 Timecost is analitically showed
through pseudocode; input linespeed is defined as the ra-
tio between the distance between the two consecutive GPS
points a and b and the related travel time, i.e. the time450

difference between b and a timestamps. heading indicates
the angle of the straight line between a and b w.r.t. north
heading. The timecost of a segment is then obtained by
projecting its length onto the straight line defined by a
and b. Expected length (exp length) is the length of the455

segment if its projected speed would be equal to the real
line speed of the car. Projected speed defines the relation
between the typical speed of a segment and its projection
onto the straight line between a and b.
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Figure 5: The computation of timecost for segment r: the length of segment is projected onto the straight line trajectory
between GPS points a and b, then the timecost is computed as the difference between the length and the supposed
length of the segment, according to the straight line speed of the car.

Definition 4. We define the timecost for a road segment460

r as the difference between the length of r and the expected
length of r according to the straight line speed of the vehi-
cle.

Theorem 1. Let p be a path in the road network connect-
ing two nodes a and b such that Tc(p) = arg minp∈P Tc(p),
with Tc as the timecost function and P the set of all the
possible paths connecting a and b. For each p′ 6= p we
have:

Tc(p) < Tc(p′) =⇒ |r.speed−p.lspeed| ≤ |r.speed−p′.lspeed|

where r.speed is the ratio between the straight line distance
bewteen a and b and the travel time recorded by GPS de-465

vice (car linespeed) and p.lspeed is the ratio between the
straight line distance between a and b and p.traveltime
(path linespeed).

Proof. Suppose on the contrary there exists a path p′′ such
that

Tc(p) < Tc(p′′) =⇒ |r.speed−p.lspeed| < |r.speed−p′′.lspeed|.

For the sake of simplicity, we will assume p′′ identical to
p except for the total travel time, and, accordingly, their
lspeed . Then, for the definition of Timecost function (fig.
5), we have

|p.exp length− p.length| < |s′′.exp length− p′′.length|
=⇒ |r.speed− p.lspeed| > |r.speed− p′′.lspeed|

Since s.length = s′′.length, we can simplify:

s.exp length < s′′.exp length =⇒ p.lspeed < p′′.lspeed

Recalling the definition of p.lspeed we have then:

s.exp length < s′′.exp length

=⇒ 1

p.traveltime
<

1

s′′.traveltime

Since exp length is defined as = length.segment
supposed time ∗traveltime

(see Fig. 6) and given our initial assumptions on p and p′′,470

the expression become
Given our initial assumption and according to Time-

cost computation, we know that s.proj speed = s′′.proj speed.
So, simplifying again

p.traveltime < p′′.traveltime =⇒ p.traveltime > p′′.traveltime

that is impossible.

Timecost(segment, direction, linespeed)

α = |segment.direction − direction|
proj length = length.segment ∗ cos(α)

exp time = proj length
GPS linespeed

exp length = segment. length
supposed time ∗ segment. time

return |exp length− segment. length|

Figure 6: Pseudocode of Timecost computing

In figure 5 there is a graphic sample about the com-
putation of timecost for a segment, with the definitions of475

projected length,expected time, projected speed and expected
length. As showed, the more a road segment is compatible
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with the line speed of the car, the lower will be its timecost.
Our Time Aware Dijkstra algorithm is illustrated in figure
7. The main difference with the classic implementation is480

the evaluation of the weight of the edges the remaining real
time is used to compute the straight line speed of the car.
It is worth to notice how the line speed to fit the recon-
structed path with changes according to already computed
path. For each edge analyzed, timeleft is obtained as the485

difference between of the path traveltime until the parent
node and the real traveltime. This allows us to construct
a solution that best fit the real line speed at each step. A
particular case arise when timeleft < 0, that is the case
when the car is traveling at higher speed than road net-490

work edges usual speed. In this situation, the algorithm
uses the global linespeed as goal linespeed to fit the re-
maining path. This still satisfies the constraints of the so-
lution we are searching for. More formally, if timeleft < 0
timecost for the edge is calculated using the straight line495

from the node currently examined and the remaining time
to evaluate the current straight line speed. Otherwise, the
the source-target straight line speed is used.

Time-aware Dijkstra(G, source, target, traveltime)

for each vertex v ∈ VG

v.dist = ∞
v.parent = NIL

s.dist = 0 Q = source
while Q 6= ∅

u = Q.pop()
for each edge e = (u, v)

timeleft = traveltime− path(s, u). traveltime
dir = u.direction
if timeleft > 0

line = euclidean distance(u, target)
linespeed = line

timeleft

else
line = euclidean distance(source, target)
linespeed = line

traveltime

e.weight = Timecost(e, dir, linespeed)
if v.dist > u.dist + e.weight

v.dist = u.dist + e.weight
v.parent = u

Q.push(v)

return dist

Figure 7: Pseudocode of Time Aware Dijkstra algorithm

3.3. Analysis of the algorithm proposed

The map matching algorithm we propose is split into500

two task: point-matching and time aware shortest path.
The complexity of the former is due to the search of the
k-nearest segments. In our implementation, we used a
Generalized Search Tree to index the geometries of the
road network: the complexity is then O(log|E|) with E505

as the set of road segments. A further refinement is pos-
sible: a bounding box based on latitude and longitude of
the point to be matched can decrease the set of segments
in which to search. The computation of the travel time
of each segment is a once running process, and it runs in510

O(log|E|) ∗ |P |), with P as the number of GPS points.
The complexity of Time-aware Dijkstra depends from the
number of nodes needed to visit until finding the target
node. Since the road network is a really sparse graph
(most of the nodes have only one neighbor), the visited515

nodes are mainly depending by the distance between the
source node and the target node. According to the charac-
teristics of our dataset (see table 3), the average distance
between two consecutive GPS points is 1, 500m. Dividing
the space with a grid of 1.5 km square cells, the average520

number of segments for every cell is 65. Since the com-
plexity of Dijkstra’s algorithm is O(|E|+ |V |log|V |), with
E as the number of edges and |V | as the number of nodes.
Furthermore, Time-Aware map matching could be run in
parallel. For every two consecutive points of a trajectory,525

the problems of finding the respective paths are indepen-
dent from each other. This represents an important im-
provement w.r.t. global algorithms.

3.4. Implementation details

The Time-Aware map matching algorithm is based, as530

stated, on Dijkstra’s algorithm for shortest path. We chose
this algorithm instead of other faster options because of
some important properties. A* algorithm is an heuristic
algorithm to find shortest path: thanks to the heuristic
approach the algorithm can limit the number of visited535

nodes, so obtaining a lower complexity w.r.t. to Dijkstra
(O(|E|)). However, to be optimal A* requires a heuristic
function that does not overestimate the distance to the
target node. This makes the use of A* algorithm with
our Time-Aware approach impossible, since we are not540

able to define that function using our Timecost instead of
the Euclidean distance as it is in usual implementations
of A*. In other words, Timecost is already an estimation
and it also changes depending on the characteristics of the
road network: to use it for an heuristic function for A* we545

should be able to estimate, in terms of Timecost, the dis-
tance between two nodes. By definition of Timecost, this
value changes depending on some real parameters, such
as car line speed. Then, in our Time-Aware scenario Di-
jkstra’s algorithm ensures reliable results, since it is not550

depending on any heuristics, returning the shortest path
after having visited all the nodes. Another particular de-
tail is related to the point-matching task. As explained,
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this task is performed through a gravity model that re-
turns the most probable segment to match the input GPS555

point, without any indication about the exact point of the
road segment where the GPS point should fall. Since this
information is useful, we used the approach introduced in
[11]: the input GPS point belongs to the closer point of the
matched road segment, we are then able to create a new560

node on the road network connecting the matched point
and the target of the matched segment, preserving all the
characteristic of the matched segment. Of course, travel
time is modified according to the new length of the seg-
ment. This procedure guarantees a still better estimation565

of Timecost, resulting in a better global accuracy for our
Time-Aware algorithm.
For a better evaluation of our work, we developed a QGIS
plugin based on our Time-Aware algorithm. QGIS is is
a cross-platform free and open-source desktop geographic570

information systems (GIS) application that provides data
viewing, editing, and analysis capabilities. The plugin
allows to match a trajectories layer to a road network
layer, obtaining the map-matched data related to input
trajectories. An alpha version with some sample shapefiles575

is available at: http://kdd.isti.cnr.it/software/time-aware-
matching-plugin-qgis. We intend to go on developing the
plugin, with the goal of a next public release.

4. Experimental results

The evaluation of our algorithm has been done through580

various tests. First of all, we compared the results of
Time-Aware algorithm applied to the ACM Sigspatial cup
dataset, that is a GPS dataset with correct traversed roads
reported by drivers. This dataset gave us the possibility to
directly assess the accuracy of Time-Aware algorithm and585

the competitors. Then, we perfomed other two tests on
two large datasets, OctoPisa and San Francisco cabs (see
datasets characteristics on tab. 3): using data from Oc-
toPisa we checked the coherence of our Time-aware map
matched trajectories w.r.t. Variable Message Panel data,590

that is the number of cars passing by for some particular
roads; on both datasets we defined a “middle-point test” to
check Time-Aware accuracy time with half-sampled GPS
trajectories. Furthermore, we showed how Time-Aware is
better than competitors on fitting the original GPS travel595

time (see Fig. 10).

4.1. ACM SigSpatial Cup dataset

Before the application of our Time-Aware map match-
ing to the real dataset, we evaluated its accuracy. In order
to do this, we relied on the dataset of ACM SigSpatial cup600

2012 ([12]): 10 trajectories with the correct route anno-
tated by drivers. We compared our algorithm with two
competitors: Tang-Zhu-Xiao algorithm ([9]) and IVMM
([7]). The former is the winner of the SigSpatial Cup, it is
designed for high sampling rate data, but authors state it605

is performing well with low sampling data too. The latter

is the state-of-the-art map-matching method for low sam-
pling rate.
The SigSpatial Cup dataset trajectories have a sampling
rate of 1Hz: this gave us the possibility to check the perfor-610

mance of our method and the competitors using different
sampling rates by selecting different lower-sampled sub-
trajectories extracted from the original ones. Besides our
Time-Aware map-matching algorithm, we also developed
a simpler version, using the same Gravity Model ([3]) for615

the point-matching task and a Shortest Path heuristics.
The accuracy of Gravity Model matching for the valida-
tion dataset is reported on Tab. 1. It is simply computed
by comparing the number of correct assignments over the
total number of points. Since we did not have a proper620

dataset to compute the travel time of all the segments of
the road network, we derived these values from the trajec-
tories provided; the travel time of segments without any
GPS point associated has been assigned according to the
typical speed recorded for its same-class neighbors. We625

started this spreading from the neighbors of the segments
with at least one gps point associated.
The metric used to evaluate the correctness of the map
matching algorithms is the same used in the SigSpatial
Cup, defined as the ratio between segments correctly matched630

and the total number of correct segments:

Accuracy = |Correct segments matched|
|Ground truth Segments|

Sampling Points n. Accuracy
1s 13345 0.9732
10s 1352 0.9415
30s 462 0.9545
90s 165 0.9939
120s 129 0.9689

Table 1: Gravity Model point-matching accuracy

4.1.1. Accuracy results

The comparison between our Time-Aware map match-635

ing and the competitors is shown in Figure 9. Our al-
gorithm is outperforming IVMM and Tang-Zhu-Xiao al-
gorithm. Furthermore, Time-Aware heuristic is working
better than the simple shortest path, confirming our start-
ing idea: assuming all the drivers traveling along shortest640

path lead to slightly inaccurate results.
Another difference between Time-Aware map matching
and the competitors is the use of parameters. The only
parameter used by Time-Aware map matching is the num-
ber of k-nearest neighbor in the point-segment matching645

process; as stated in [3], using k = 8 is a good choice,
since the accuracy is not increasing using greater values
for k. IVMM is using a range query with radius ε = 100m
to choose the initial candidates for the matching with a
GPS fix. Then, a Gaussian distribution with µ = 15m650
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Figure 8: GPS sampling rate cumulative distribution for Octopisa (left) and San Francisco cabs (right) dataset

and χ = 10m is used to evaluate the every candidate.
Tang-Zhu-Xiao algorithm is relying on a set of parame-
ters as well. The initial choice is made by selecting the
50-closest mini-vertex of the road network. Then, all the
candidates at distance greater than 18m from the GPS655

fix are discarded. In the following evaluation of the can-
didates, some scaling factors adopted from [6] are used to
compute the score for a match: µα = 10, cα = 4, µd = 0.17
and cd = 1.4. Time-Aware map matching avoids of all
these parameters, relying only on data characteristics: the660

results are confirming the goodness of this approach.
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Figure 9: Precision of Time-Aware map matching w.r.t.
competitors

4.1.2. Complexity comparison

Another improvement achieved with Time-Aware al-
gorithm is a valuable speed up in terms of computation
time. As stated before, the complexity of Time-Aware665

map matching is due to the complexity of point-matching

process, O(log|E|), and the complexity of Dijkstra’s al-
gorithm, that is O(|E| + |V |log|V |). The main difference
w.r.t. competitors is on shortest path computation : Time-
Aware uses Dijkstra’s algorithm only once for every two670

consecutive GPS points. IVMM is computing the shortest
path between every couple of candidates for every two con-
secutive GPS points. This means a sensibly higher num-
ber of steps to find the solution w.r.t. Time-Aware map
matching. Tang-Zhu-Xiao algorithm has a similar behav-675

ior: in order to compute the most probable candidates for
two GPS points, the shortest path between every couple
is candidated is computed.

5. Experiments on large datasets

It is not possible to directly evaluate the accuracy of680

our Time-Aware map matching on a real dataset, since
the correct traversed roads are not reported. However,
we performed some tests on two different datasets (see
tab. 3) to highlight the improvement of our algorithm.
The first test we made is a comparison between the travel685

time of different reconstructed paths according to the used
heuristic. Then, we introduced the middle-point test, that
is a coherence test; details for this test are provided in
the next subsection. Thanks to the Pisa’s VMP dataset
(Variable Message Panel) used in [13], we developed a fur-690

ther test on Octopisa dataset; we evaluated the coherence
of map-matched trajectories w.r.t.data from traffic mon-
itors by using VMPs data. The observed period is the
same for both OctoPisa and VMP datasets,hence we can
provide a reliable test by checking the correlation among695

them. Results are showed on table 2. As showed, Time-
Aware approach is slightly outperforming Shortest Path
approach. More specifically, the correlation between cars
passing by counted by VMPs and trajectories passing by
the VMP road segment is higher if we use our Time-Aware700
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Figure 10: Average travel times of reconstructed path according to the GPS travel time of the original points, for both
Time-Aware and Shortest Path approach applied to Octopisa (left) and San Francisco Cabs (right) dataset. ∆ indicates
the average difference between Path and GPS travel times.

heuristic instead of Shortest Path. In this test we chose
Shortest Path as a competitor, since it is performing way
better than IVMM and Efficient matching. Although the
improvement reported on this test is not high in abso-
lute terms, in the next subsection we will depict how this705

small difference is not equally distributed, so enforcing the
goodness of our approach: for a test application such as
leveraging traffic flows on city access points, the use of
Shortest Path heuristic lead to a less precise estimation,
expecially for some particular roads.710

5.1. Datasets

As introduced before, we applied our Time-Aware algo-
rithm on two large dataset. Octopisa is a database com-
posed by almost 20 million of GPS points recorded for715

insurance purposes by devices installed on 40K different
cars. The average sampling rate is 90 seconds (see tab. 3).

Dataset OctoPisa SF cabs
N. of trajectories 1,382,892 91,244
N. of GPS points 19,536,742 11,120,908
N. of users 38,259 500
Avg. sampling rate 94.376 s 58.45 s
Avg. distance between
consecutive points

1.538 km 0.587 km

Avg. point-nearest
segment distance

8.65 m 16.87 m

Std. dev. point-
nearest segment
distance

22.65 m 33.72 m

Table 3: Datasets properties

VMP address Time
Aware

Shortest
Path

via Aeroporto 0.4604 0.4602
via Cascine 0.3376 0.3178
via di Cisanello 0.5880 0.5758
via Tosco Romagnola 0.4511 0.4527
via Brennero 0.4770 0.4823
via San Jacopo 0.6680 0.6536
via Pietrasantina 0.6070 0.6083
via Emilia 0.7050 0.6868
via Pisano 0.5615 0.5510
Average correlation 0.539 0.532

Table 2: Correlation between VMP data and map matched
data
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Figure 11: Comparison between the accuracy of Time-Aware and the other map matching algorithms on Middle-point test
for Octopisa (top) and San Francisco cabs (bottom) datasets. The line represents the equal case, where the performances
of the two approaches are the same. For all the points above the line, performances of Time-Aware approach are better.

In Fig. 13 there is a sample of this dataset: even though
GPS is the most precise way to get geospatial data, the
average error is 8 meters with a standard deviation of 22720

meters, so introducing a lot of noise and making the map-
matching task harder.

We also used a public dataset ([14]). This dataset is
composed by GPS traces of 500 cabs traveling in the San
Francisco Area for a period of 30 days. The distribution of725

GPS sampling rate is shown in Fig. 8: while the sampling
rate for San Francisco cabs trajectories seems to follow a
Normal distribution, Octopisa has a slightly less uniform
distribution, probably due to the GPS collecting policies
adopted by the provider.730

5.2. Temporal alignment

In Fig. 10 the correlation between GPS travel time
and map-matched path travel time is highlighted, for both
Time-Aware and Shortest Path approach. It is clear how
our method yields values closer to the real traversal times,735

therefore providing a better solution w.r.t. to Shortest
Path. Using the Time-Aware approach, the average dif-
ference between real time and path time is almost 50% less
than Shortest Path approach.

5.3. Middle-point Test740

To further validate our Time-Aware heuristic, we pro-
vide an accuracy test made on some real datasets. For
each trajectory we hide the middle point of every consec-
utive GPS points triplet and we repeated the map match-
ing, thus counting the number of hidden points correctly745

matched. We used this middle-point test to assess the
coherence of the different matching algorithms w.r.t. the
input trajectory. From table 4 is evident how the Time-
Aware heuristic is better on reconstructing a trajectory

with half of the original points. Figure 11 shows the com-750

parison between our Time-Aware algorithm and the com-
petitors with a density map: the points above the line
represent the trajectories where the performance of Time-
Aware is better than competitors.

As depicted in Fig. 11, Time-Aware algorithm is still755

overperfoming the results of competitors. Each density
plot represent the comparison between Time-Aware algo-
rithm and a competitor, conducted on both datasets. The
area above the line represents the cases where Time-Aware
algorithm has a better accuracy w.r.t to the compared760

method. However, it is worth to point out two differences
w.r.t the results obtained on the OctoPisa dataset. IVMM
and Efficient-match are perfoming worse, this is probably
due to their high dependence on parameters, as delineated
in the previous section. Conversely, shortest and fastest765

path heuristics obtained better results. This was expected,
since all the GPS trajectories have been generated by taxi
drivers, who have better knowledge about the road net-
work than any other kind of driver. It is worth to notice
the different and less accurate scenario on which we per-770

formed the test: travel times for San Francisco road net-
work are estimated from speed limits, since GPS from taxi
cabs do not record instant speed. This makes the applica-
tion of speed estimation ([3]) impossible. Despite this lack
of information, the Time Aware heuristics still confirms its775

reliability.

5.4. Applications

Once validated our method, we used it to map match
our OctoPisa dataset (see Tab. 3 and sampling rate cu-
mulative distribution on fig. 8). GPS error and sampling780

rate for this dataset mean a lot of noise: Fig. 13 gives an
idea of the GPS error we avoided with our map-matching
algorithm. We used M-Atlas ([15]) to extract trajectories
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from raw data. Then, we applied Time-Aware map match-
ing to our dataset, adding a reliable semantic layer to the785

raw data. This gives us the possibility to exploit many
useful analysis. We propose here two examples of data
analysis with map matched data. In Fig. 14 the usage of
road network is shown. Segments are colored according to
the number of vehicles passing by. This introduces a new790

way for traffic monitoring, since nowadays transport man-
agers are mainly using fixed and costly structures as video
devices. The availability of GPS and geospatial data is a
big chance for transport managers: a deeper and precise
view on traffic is now easily achievable. Despite VMPs,795

which are fixed and costly devices, with this data we can
perform traffic analysis in a more flexible way. We can fil-
ter the trajectories according to different parameter, like
distance traveled, direction (city center, city-to-city, hin-
terland etc). Then, we can decide where to put our ”vir-800

tual” traffic monitors to observe the traffic flow in those
points. In Fig. 12 an example is provided. We selected all
the entering trajectories for two cities, respectively Pisa
and Lucca, in order to draw the access points of the city.
We leverage the traffic flows on these access points using805

both Time-Aware and Shortest Path, then we plot differ-
ences between fluxes in Fig. 12. An expert domain could
immediately notice how some minor roads become more
important than expected: those segments are part of lots
of shortest paths, but their travel time does not fit with810

GPS travel time. Although the two methods seem to not
be really different in absolute terms, as we reported with
matched trajectories-VMPs correlation comparison (sec-
tion 5), from Fig. 12 it is clear how those differences are
not equally distributed. This enforce the importance of815

our Time-Aware approach, that is able to avoid strange
matching of minor roads not used in the reality.

6. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a Time-Aware map match-820

ing process based on a new approach to the map matching
problem. We have shown how the state-of-the-art algo-
rithms are affected by issues, due to their high number
of parameters and the adoption of generally false assump-
tion, i.e. the fact that drivers always take the shortest or825

Algorithm Octopisa San Fran-
cisco cabs

IVMM 0.345 0.13
Tang-Zhu-Xiao al-
gorithm

0.41 0.14

Gravity Model +
shortest path

0.515 0.94

Gravity Model +
fastest path

0.509 0.95

Time Aware 0.669 0.95

Table 4: Average global accuracy on middle-point test

Figure 12: Using time-aware map-matched data: this plot highlight traffic flows differences between shortest path and
time-aware estimation for the access points of Pisa and Lucca. Points size and color represent the higher(road) or
lower(blue) traffic according to the application of Shorthest Path approach w.r.t Time-Aware. By comparing this result
with the domain knowledge, Shortest Path tends to overestimate the traffic of secondary roads hence underestimanting
the main ones.
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Figure 13: A sample of our dataset: raw points can
give us only a rough idea of road network usage

Figure 14: An application of our map-matching: for
every road segment we can compute the number of
vehicle passing by. Red segments are the most used,
while green ones are the most free

fastest route to reach a destination. Thus, we provided
a parameter-free algorithm that outperforms the state-of-
art competitors, both in terms of accuracy and complexity.
The goodness of our approach has been showed on three
different datasets. The future developments of this work830

go towards the study of methods that better exploit the
knowledge we can acquire about a single individual when
a long history of her movements are available. Moreover,
we plan to test the proposed algorithm on richer datasets,
such as the one from TagMyDay ([16]): a joint project be-835

tween ISTI-CNR and Pisa Transport Manager office based
on volunteer recruiting for mobility data collection. This
dataset has a semantic layer added by volunteers whom
indicate the destination of their trips in terms of activity
performed (e.g. going home, shopping, etc). Finally, an al-840

ternative context to explore with our approach is the map
matching of GSM data: since this kind of data has a very
poor spatial precision, the use of a Time-Aware heuristic
might be the key to extract more meaningful traffic infor-
mation from GSM mobility data.845
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